COMPACT LOADER

STUMP REMOVAL BUCKET
EDGE® STUMP REMOVAL BUCKET

The EDGE stump removal bucket is the ideal attachment for every
landscape professional or everyday compact loader operator in need
of a multi-functional tool. From tree stumps to roots, digging ditches
or moving and placing rocks, the EDGE stump removal bucket is an
ideal versatile attachment.

OPERATIONAL BASICS

EDGE stump removal buckets feature three durable 23-Series cast
steel teeth that dig deep under roots of tree stumps. With the tilte of
the quick attach, side teeth on the bucket will cut through stubborn
roots and help extract the stump and roots from the ground.
The 1/2” laser-cut funnel-shapped steel bucket can be used to
scoop and carry heavy rocks for placement on retaining walls or
for moving trees. The 1” thick cutting edge can also be used for
digging trenches or ditches as well.
SPECIFICATIONS

Model

Weight
(lbs/kg)

SRB57

372/169

Overall Length Overall Width
(in/mm)
(in/mm)
62.5/1587.5

46/1168

Height
(in/mm)

Depth
(in/mm)

Cutting Edge
Point Width
(in/mm)

20/508

57/1448

16.5/419

Bucket Tip
Width
(in/mm)
14.5/368

FEATURES
• Cost-effective attachment for removal of tree stumps and roots
• Three durable 23-series cast teeth dig deep under stumps
• Side teeth on bucket cut through and help extract stubborn roots
• 1/2” laser-cut funnel shaped bucket carries heavy rocks or trees
• 1” thick cutting edge for trenching ditches
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(14.5/368 in/mm)
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Vertical Skid Loaders

Articulated Loaders

3640E/ R135/ R150/ R165/ R190/ R220/ R260/ V270/ V330 V400/ RT175/ RT210/ RT250/
340
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*Note: Machine compatibility is based on operating capacity of the machine and the weight of the attachment
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